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I. REPORT ON ADMINISTRATION OF THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME POR 1953： 
Item 4.1 of the Agenda (Resolution WHA6_9; documents EB13/63, EBL3/6> Corr.L 
and EB13/W/5) ( continuation) 

MODIFICATION IN THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME FOR 1954: Item 4.2 of the 
Agenda (Resolution VHA6.27J documents EB13/63, EB13/63 Corr.l and EB13/WP/5) 
(continuation) 

The Board continued its examination of document EB13/63. 

Section 7： European National Committees for Technical Assistance (continuation 
from tenth meeting) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that at the previous meeting Dr. van den Berg had referred 

to the inadvisability of entrusting the recrxiitment of personnel for Technical 

Assistance programmes to national committees. Dr. Hyde had asked for information 

on the constitution and functions of the national committees. 

Dr, DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that Dr. Hyde had been correct in 

stating that the intention under the relevant resolution of the Economic and Social 

Council was that the national committees should be agencies to co-ordinate Technical 

Assistance - particularly in the planning aspect - in the receiving countries. 

Committees had also been set up in mar^ contributing countries and dealt with such 

matters as the co-ordination of information, supplies, the recruitment of staff, 

placing of Fellows, and so on. There was no uniform organization, the committees 

differing from one country to another. The Executive Chairman of the Technical 

Assistance Board had convened a meeting of the European national committees in the 

previous year. At that meeting the United Kingdom delegate had e^ressed the same 

1

 Reproduced as Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 52, Annex 12 
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opinion as had been put forward at the present session of the Board, namely, that 

"In the view of his Government, questions of general policy on Technical Assistance 

were matters for the Technical Assistance Committee of the Economic and Social 

Council" (document EB13/63, section 7，eighth paragraph) - and he had had to mind 

the question of recruitment. The national committees could supply useful 

information. Their legal basis was not very well defined. At the meeting to which 

he referred they had discussed matters similar to those dealt with by the Economic 

and Social Council, the Technical Assistance Committee and the specialized agencies 

themselves. 

The CHAIRMAN asked Dr. van den Berg if he felt that his point was covered in 

draft resolution No. IV, on page 5 of document EB13/WP/5. 

Dr. van den BERG said it was. 

Section 8: Programme Appraisal and Evaluation. 

There were no comments. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Board had now completed its examination of the 

document- He understood members did not wish to examine the annexes in detail, as 

they were merely factual statements. A number of draft resolutions were set out in 

document EB13/WP/5, which he invited the Board to consider. 

Draft resolution No.I was approved without comment. (See resolution EB13.R40.) 
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Draft resolution NoЛ工 

Dr. ANWAR referred to the statement in section 3 of document EB13/63： 

The Executive Chairman ¿oí the Technical Assistance Board^ had also 

analysed the fields of activity of the different programmes and found that 

the first 13 encompassed just over 50 per cent of the proposed total 

programme for 1954» Of these, health activities are represented four times, 

education twice^ and other general fields once<, 

Another point emphasized by the Executive Chairman in his comments on 

the 1954 programme was the dispersal of activities. His analysis shewed 

that less than one quarter of the total proposed programme for 19^4 is spread 

over soma 28 different fields of activity，and he questioned whether resources 

were being spread too thin to be of real value-

Dr. Anwar was not sure tfliat exactly was meant by "28 different fields of activity" • 

Was health one field or were the activities of the Organization included in a number 

of fields? Did the Executive Board feel that the activities of WiO were unduly 

dispersed？ 

Dr- HAYEK referred to what had been said by Ambassador Hurtado about priorities 

at the eleventh session. The word "priorities" had figured very prominently in the 

documents for that session^ but on the present occasion it appeared to be missing« 

He would accordingly like to propose that paragraph 6 of draft resolution No.工工 be 

amended to read: 

BELIEVES that the efforts made under the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance should be concentrated by priority on the problems of the protection 

of health and the iiïprovement of standards of living in order to contribute 

with the maximum effectiveness to the economic and social development of under-

developed areas• 
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Ambassador HURTADO referred, to the discussion at the eleventh session, in the 

presence of the Executive Chairman of TAB, on the question of priorities in Technical 

Assistance. Mr. Owen had. stated that health had a very high priority but not a 

first priority: the instructions were that Technical Assistance resources should be 

used primarily for economic development proper. It had been enqphasized on that 

occasion to Mr. Owen that unless health standards were sufficiently high, economic 

development was impossible. 

He shared Dr. Anwar's inability to understand the precise significance of the 

two paragraphs the latter ha4 quoted. In any case, the Organization should insist 

that the Technical Assistance authorities consider health as a first priority. He 

maintained the position he had adopted the previous year: the Organization should, 

review its attitude towards the policy of the Technical Assistance Board and inform 

governments of its position. Governments, after all, contributed the money on a 

voluntary basis. The powers attributed to the Technical Assistance Board and its 

Executive Chairman left the Organization little to say in regard to the allocation 

0
f those funds. The monies contributed should be allocated to the most important 

açtivities « health work undoubtedly саше under that heading - and bureaucratic 

conçlications should not be allowed to hinder the work. He would recall that the 

powers of the Technical Assistance Board and of its Executive Chairman were such 

that it could make recommendations concerning the selection of health projects, 

That，in his opinion, was a matter which should be the exclusive domain, of the 

Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that it might be better to allow the Secretariat to 

prepare a document giving the clarification which had been requested: the proposal 
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made by Dr. Hayek could also be circulated in writing. He accordingly proposed that 

further discussion be deferred. 

It was so agreed (For continviation of discussion, see twelfth meeting, section 2.) 

Draft resolutions Mos. Ill and IV were approved without comment. (See resolutions 

EB13.R42 and EB13.R43-) 

2. REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTDIATES FOR 1955： Itera 3.4 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No. 50; Documents EB13/71, EB13/WP/1, EB13/WP/2, EB13/WP/3 
and EB13/WP/6 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME FOR 1955: Item 4.3 of the Agenda (Official 
Records No.50, document EB13/WP/4) _ 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Board had decided to follow a procedure similar 

to that at the Health Assembly, namely to have a general discussion on tlie proposed 

progranme and budget estimates, then consider the question of the total amount of the 

budget, and then have a detailed consideration of the volume
л
 section by section. 

The duties of the Board, in respect of the budget estimates were set in Article 55 

of the Constitution. Resolution WHA5.62 of the Fifth World Health Assembly was 

also relevant. 

Professor FERREIRA felt that the subject could be best approached by considering 

the Director-General's Introduction to Official Records No.50, the proposed programme 

and budget estimates for 1955. That introduction represented a definition of policy 

and of doctrine which was of the utmost importance. He would refer particularly to 

one sentence reading: "Today there are also good grounds for believing that inter-

national assistance channelled through WHO will effectively prcenote what has become 

the primary aim of the Orgaiiization: to help countries to take the next feasible 
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step in the development of their public-health services". Help given, even on a 

small scale, was p o r t a n t . It was the encouragement which counted; the 

Organization had no desire to develop into an international department of health. 

The СНА1ШШ invited the Director-General to make a statement. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he would attempt to give certain general ideas and 

S
ummari坫 parts of the budget estimates, in order to help the Board in its preliminary 

general discussion. 

in connexion with the development of the Organization, it could be said that the 

process of régionalisation had been completed. The regional offices were now in the 

process of consolidating the important role they played in making more effective the 

services which WHO provided at the request of governments. Some of the offices, 

h o W
ever, were in the primary stage of development. Those in the Americas, South-East 

Asia and the Eastern Mediterranean ware reasonably well developed, but the offices in 

E i a r o
pe, Africa and, to a lesser extent, the Western Pacific still needed to grow. 

Ш е
п the budget estimates for 1954 had been presented to the Board, the Director-

General had called attention to the fact that no substantial increases were proposed, 

the budget level being practically the same as for 1953. Those estimates had been 

made in the expectation that increased funds would be made available under the United 

Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance； the Director-General had stated 

t h a
t , if those amounts were not forthcoming, a supplementary budget for 1954 would. 

have to be requestad of the Health Assembly, 

During the discussion which had already taken place at the present session, tiae 

position in 1954, and the possible effects on the situation for 1955, had been 

reviewed. The proposed programme and budget estimates provided for an increase of 

$1,783,400 in 1955, an increase of 20-91 per cent on the effective working budget 
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for 1954. It would be necessary for the Board to analyse that sura. 

In the first place, statutory increases, together with minor adjustments in costs, 

made a total of $169,000. Secondly, the sum of $621,000 was included, to cover 、 

personnel services for which UNICEF was paying in 1954. If those two figures were 

added together and their total subtracted from the total increase proposed, it would 

be seen that the real increase in the effective working budget was $993,400, or 11.64 

per cent, on the 1954 budget. The cost of taking another step towards making Spanish 

a full working language was $166,000, or an increase of 1,95 per cent on the 1954 

budget. The increase necessary for the further development of the Regional Offices 

for Europe and for Africa amounted to $112,000, or 1.31 per cent. Thus the actual 

increase for new field activities was $715,000 or 8-38 per cent on the 1954 budget. 

An analysis of the general programme of the Organization, irrespective of the sour-

of funds, would show that the increase - if the amount proposed for 1955 were approved 

could hardly be considered as an expansion of the Organization's activities. The 

World Health Organization had in 1951, 1952 and 1953 expended some $8,200,000, 

#12,600,000 and $12,500,000 respectively. In 1954 - after all adjustments witíi the 

help of UNICEF had been made, with the $250,000 advanced from the Working Capital 

Fund, and including WHO's share of possible Technical Assistance funds - the total 

would be some $13,400,000. On the most optimistic estimate for Technical Assistance 

funds, the budget for 1955 might reach a total of $13,900
л
000- The Organization's 

share of Technical Assistance funds had been, estimated at $3,600,000 ， again an 

optimistic figure- On that basis, the increase in 1955 over 1954 would be $500,000. 

It was clear that changes would be necessary in the field activities planned for 

1955, as set out in Official Records No« 50, and he intended to submit a revised 

analysis of the situation to the Health Assembly, 
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He reminded the Board that the 1953 activities which it had been proposed to 

finance from Technical Assistance funds, and which bad bsen submitted to the Board 

and the Health Assembly in 1952，had been for over $)8，75〇,000- Because of what had 

later proved to be unjustified optimism as to the growth of Technical Assistances 

the figure in the programme and budget estimates for 1954 (presented in 1953) had 

been over $9,450,000。 The estimates now before the meeting were more conservative, 

but he believed they were still too optimistic
л
 The respective annual figures 

(Official Records No. 50^ page 24) showed Technical Assistance expenditure as follows: 

1953， $4,257^829; 1954) $5^995^368； the total for 1955 originally hoped for was 

$6,247,022v The 1954 estimates could now only include^ in addition to the carry-over， 

$3,600^000 from Technical Assistance funds
e
 It was accordingly clear that the 

estimated figure for 1955， $6^247^022^ was unduly optimistic^ and that not more than 

$3,600,000 could be expected. 

The programme of direct assistance was largely dependent on funds provided under 

the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and on allocations from UNICEF- Both 

sources depended on voluntary contributions and were accordingly unpredictable。 The 

Fifth World Health Assembly had stated that the Organization should plan to.carry its 

own costs for international technical staff required on joint WHO/UNICEF projects. 

It was clear that activities would have to be planned on a long-term basis if the 

crises which had occurred in recent years were to be avoided. 

The technical and administrative staff at headquarters had remained at the same 

level for several years. At the Sixth World Health Assembly, Dr. Chisholm had 

pointed out that no expansion had taken place at headquarters in 1952， 1953 or 1954; 

that the staff, both at headquarters and in the regional offices, were grossly over-
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•worked, and that effective steps would have to be taken to provide some relief • No 

rec ornmendat i ons for increase had been included in the present estimates, but some 

increases 40uld almost certainly be necessary in 1956• 

He knew that there would be criticism in some quarters about the proposed increase 

in the regular budget. On the other hand, he had been told that the regular 

prograflime and budget should be increased in an orderly manner to provide for the 

effective developnent of the services which the Organization made available on 

request to governments. He hoped the Board would examine every detail of the pro-

gramme and budget and inform him of their opinions and attitudes; he and his staff 

would be glad to provide any additional information which might be desired. 

The СНА.ШШЛ thanked the Director-General for his clear e^lanation of the 

Organization
1

 s financial position at the present time# The members of the Board would, 

he was sure, examine the budget estimates with the greatest attention, as Dïu Candau 

had requested• 

Dr. van den BERG observed that the programme and budget estimates for 1955 were 

the first to be presented by the Director-General since his appointments Having 

the utmost confidence in the Director^General, he was prepared to accept his proposals 

in principle, particularly after a stucjy of the estimates and the statement in 

justification, of them "which he had just heard. 

Nevertheless he could not overlook the fact that the estimates as presented 

wo\ild entail a not unsubstantial increase in the Organization^ expenditure, with a 

consequent rise in the assessments on Member States» The Director-General had ably 

expounded the reasons for the increase, at the same time pointing out that no 
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substantial expansion of the Organization's programme wotild result. 

Ihile the Board as a whole would undoubtedly wish to see activities increased 

and developed to the fullest possible extent, the fact remained that Member States 

had to foot the bill and he feared that higher assessments might lead to a decrease 

in the number of active Members, owing to inability to undertake heavier financial 

commitments in respect of WHO. The Organisation had already experienced such a 

development in the past, and. rumour had it that another Member might shortly retire 

to the inactive list. The Board should take account of the danger by showing the 

utmost prudence in regard to the level of the budget. Some of the proposed increases 

might be difficult to avoid, others, he thought, might prove to be not really 

necessaryj and there were parts of the budget where it might be possible to effect 

a certain reduction. 

To conclude he was in general agreement with the Chairman's view that the Board 

should examine the budget estimates in as critical a spirit as possible so that, if 

it finally decided that an increase was absolutely necessaiy, it would be in a 

position to defend its recommendation in the Health Assembly. 

Dr. HYDE expressed his thanks to the Director-General for the admirable way he 

had analysed the financial situation. It would be of considerable value in the 

ensuing discussion if the statement were issued as a working paper. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL undertook to do so. 

Dr. T O G M added his appreciation of the way in which the budget estimates vrere • 

presented, as well as of the Director General» s introauctory remarks. It was notable 
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that the D ir ec tor- General had budgeted conservatively and further that he had not 

included provision for an increase in headquarters staff at the present ；juncture. 

The Board in the past had inclined to favour the expansion of regional activities, 

he recalled, rather than centralization at headquarters. 

He was reacfy- to accept the Directors-General
1

 s proposals, and expressed the hope 

that it might be possible tt? approve even higher estimates than those submitted. 

Dr» V0LLE1TÍÍEIDER, after expressing appreciation of the Director-General
1

 s 

remarks, said he approved unreservedly the view of D14 van den Berg, 

Dr» M&.CLEM was grateful to the Direc tor-General for the clear explanations 

concerning the proposed increase in the budget for 1955。 There still remained a 

point, however, which he would like clarified
e
 What was the reason for the drop of 

nearly ООО,000 in the amount of "Other Extra-Budgetary Funds" for 1955 

(Official Records No
e
 50, page 24)，as compared with 1954? 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Administration and Finance, explained 

that the figures shown imder that heading represented amounts to be spent by 

agencies other than WHO on projects subject to the Organization's technical approval 

and supervision. The figures related mainly to funds contributed by UNICEF for 

supplies and equipment for joint health projects； and also for the payment of the 

requisite technical personnel • The drop was partly accounted for by the fact that 

provision for the latter item (amounting in 1954 to some 浩680,000) was included in 

1955 under the regular budget, in accordance m.th the decision of the Fifth World 

Health Assembly. Furthermore, the practice was to reflect in thé figures the value 
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of the supplies and equipment to be furnished by UNICEF that would actually be 

delivered during the budget year. In that connexion, he observed that it was 

generally in the early operation of projects that most of the supplied were needed} 

the amount to be provided by UNICEF for health projects to be started in the latter 

half of 1954 and сontinned in 1955 would not be known until after the UNICEF 

Executive Board had made allocations for them} its first session in 1954 would be 

held in March. 

He added that estimated expenditure by the Рал, American Sanitary Bureau was also 

included under the heading in question。 

Dr. M/ICLEAN gathered from the explanation that the decrease in question was 

accordingly only a rough estimate: when the UNICEF Executive Board decided upon its 

health programme for 1955, the amount of the difference might be reduced. 

In answer to a question by Dr. van den BERG regarding the functions of the 

ÜNICEF/17H0 Joint Committee on Health Policy, th-з DIRECTOR-СЖЖ^Х said that the body 

in question was responsible for advising on the types of health programme that might 

usefully be undertaken by UNICEF. The decision on specific projects in the fields 

approved lay with the UNICEF Executive Board) after the technical approval of TfflO 

had been secured. At the March session of the UNICEF Executive Board, proposals 

would be submitted for health projects to be started later in the year and the 

Director-General had alreac^y informed UNICEF that Ш0 would not be in a position to 

assume responsibility for payment of the requisite technical personnel. 

The Board should clearly understand that the amounts vMer "Other Extra-Budgetary 

Funds" coming from UNICEF did not represent actual cash but the value of supplies and 
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equipment for joint projects. 

Dr. van den BERG considered the arrangement unfortunate in so far as it affected 

financial management. Perhaps the Chairman, having taken a large part in the work of 

the Joint Committee on Health Policy, could say whether that committee was empowered to 

approve individual projects. 

Dr. АШЛ asked what the procedure was in regard to technical guidance in respect 

of joint projects and whose responsibility it was to settle any dispute that might 

arise regarding technical matters. 

The СНА.1НШШ stated that, from the outset, the functions of the Joint Committee 

on Health Policy had been confined to approving types of work in the sphere of health 

suitable for UNICEF to undertake. Once the decision in principle had been taken by 

the Joint Committee, specific projects were decided upon by the UNICEF Executive 

Board. Negotiations took place at Secretariat level as to whether or not IVHO woulá 

participate in any project. Should any difference of opinion arise, the matter could 

be referred to the Joint Committee, but so far no such situation had arisen; the pro-

cedure had worked very smoothly» 

The DIRECTOR-CMIERAj, agreed with Dr. van den BERG that the position made it 

difficult for ТШО, in considering financial arrangements for its participation in joint 

programmes with UNICEF. 

Dr. HIDE, reverting to general considerations, felt it would be advisable for the 

Board to consider how best it could further the interests of the Organization in its 
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statutory examination of the budget estimates for 1955。 The most useful contribution 

it could make，in his opinion, would be to ensure that the Health Assembly was made 

. » • 

fully aware of all the implications, financial as well as others, of the budget pro-

posals submitted by the Director-General。 The Board was not called upon to establish 

any amount for the budget as a whole j in fact, it would be exceeding its terms cf 

reference if it did so. 

He cited some examples of iràiat he had in mind, adding that by a lucid presentation 
.—. • • • • i- -

of all the relevant facts and problems to the Health Assembly, the Board would be doing 

its best to ensure a favourable reception of the proposals 

Ambassador HURTADO was in full agreement with the views expressed by Dr« Hyde.. 

At the outset, the Board must congratulate the Director-General on the excellent 

presentation of the programme and budget estimates
e
 He wished, however^ to recall 

the practice in past years v/hereby the Board had examined the programme ana budget 

estimates prepared by the Director-General and submitted its views on the individual 

chapters, appropriations and total appropriation• Thus, the Health Assembly had had 

before it two alternative sets of proposals on which to base its decisions. He had 

no intention, in making those observations, of indicating opposition to the Director-

General
 !

s proposals; he was merely pointing out that it was the Board
s

 s duty to 

submit its own views ̂  

It should not be forgotten that the budget document was composed of two elementci 

the proposed programme, and the estimated cost for that programme„ The Board should 

make an analysis， review and appraisal of the programmes already in operation, with 

a simimaiy of programmes carried out and the results obtained« 工t was for the Health 

Assembly to decide whether the programmes should be discontinued^ expanded or changed 
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in any way» Moreover, the programme might be examined from two angles: the value 

of the programe irrespective of cost, or its value in the light of the resources 

available and their employment to the best advantage• 

On the budgeting, side, the regular budget was financed by the contributions of 

Member States• Technical ¿Assistance activities, on the other hand, were financed by 

voluntaiy contributiong- As Mr. Siegel had explained, the figures set out under the 

heading "Other Extra-Budgetary Funds" represented unknown quantities and, as such, 

jeopardized firm budgeting. What was certain, however, was that the allocations for 

Technical Assistance had been substantially reduced in the past year. He accordingly 

believed that, taking into account all the relevant circumstances, the budget could not 

substantially differ frqm that for 1954# 

The possibility mentioned by Dr. van den Berg of active Members retiring to the 

inactive list was, he felt, rather remote• Certainly, financial considerations would 

not be the deciding factor in any such change « Moreover, the reverse possibility 

should also be kept in mind, with its repercussions on the regular budgets No such 

possibilities for increase could exist for Technical Assistance ftmds, so long as no 

action was taken within the United Nations itself to have the basic policy on the 

financing of Technical Assistance changed. The same considerations applied to UNICEF» 

In conclusion, he congratulateâ^Xhe Director-General on keeping his proposals in 

line with realities and welcomed the fact that the policy of decentralization had been 

successfully carried out. Headquarters, however, was an essential element and should 

be strengthened, he felt, by the addition of further technical personnel. There 

might have been a tendency to exaggerate the importance of regionalization» For his 

part, he preferred a balanced system, whereby a strong headquarters could give 
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assistance to the regions as the need arose « 

Dr, van den BERG agreed with Dr. Hyde
1

 s procedural proposal, on the understanding 

that should the Board consider that particular items were too high or too low it might 

comment to that effect. 

Decision; It was agreed to proceed with the examination of the programme 
and budget estimâtes in the way suggested by Dr争 Hyde. 

(For continuation of discussion^ see following meetings) 

The meeting rose at 12 поогь 
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Observers for Intergovernmental and Non-Governmental Organizations 

International Society for the Welfare of Cripples ) -

) Miss L. FRANKENSTEIN 
International Union for Child Welfare ) 

World Medical Association Dr. J, MAÏSTRE 

Secretary^ Dr. M.G. CANDAU 
Director-General 
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WHO PARTICIPATION IN THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (continuation)î 
’ items 4.1 and 4.2 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA6.9 and WHâ6,27; Documents 

EB13/63, EB13/WP/5) 

The СНА.ШШ1 recalled that at the previous meeting Dr. van den Berg had referred 

to the inadvisability of entrusting the recruitment of personnel for Technical 

Assistance programmes to national committees. Dr. 4yde had asked for information 

on the constitution and functions of the national committees. 

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that Dr. Hyde had been correct in 

stating that the intention under the relevant resolution of the Economic and Social 

Council was that the national committees should be agencies to co-ordinate Technical 

Assistance - particularly in the planning aspect - in the receiving countries. 

Committees had also been set up in many contributing countries and dealt with such 

matters as the co-ordination of information, supplies, the recruijient of staff, 

placing of fellows, and so on. There was no uniform organiz?tion, the committees 

differing from one country to another. The Executive Chairman of the Technical 

Assistance Board had convened a meeting of the European national committees in the 

previous year. At that meeting the United Kingdom delegate had expressed the same 

opinion as had been put forward at the present session of the Board, namely, that 

и In the view of his Government, questions of general policy on Technical Assistance 

were matters for the Technical Assistance Committee of the Economic and Social Council" 

(document ЕВ1Э/63, page 26) - and he had had in mind the question of recruitment. The 

national conmittees could supply useful information. Their legal basis was not veiy 

well defined. At the meeting to which he referred they had discussed matters similar 

to those dealt with by ECOSOC, the Technical Assistance Committee and the specialized 

agencies themselves. 
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The CHAIRMAN asked Dr# van den Berg if he felt that his point was covered in 

draft resolution IV, on page 5 of do eximen t EB13/WP/5» 

Dr. van den BERG said it was, 

• 

No comments were made on section 8 of document EB13/67, and the CHAIRMAN observecL 

that the Board had now completed its examination of the document• He understood 

members did not wish to examine the annexes in detail, as they were merely factual 

statements. . A number of draft resolutions were set out in document EB13/WP/59 which 

he invited the Board to consider. 

Draft resolution Ncul was approved without comment. 

Draft resolution No.11 

Dr. ANWAR referred to the statement on page 9 of document EB13/63S 

"The Executive Chairman /of the Technical Assistance Board7 had also analysed 

the fields of activity of the different programmes and found that the.first 

13 encompassed just over 50% of the proposed total programme for 1954. Of these, 

health activities are represented four times, education twice, and other general 

fields once. . . . . 

Another point emphasized by the Executive Chairman in his comments on the 

1954 programme was the dispersal of activities. His analysis showed that less 

than one quarter of the total proposed programme for 1954 is spread over some 

28 different fields of activity, and he questioned whether resources were being 

spread too thin to be of real value," 

Dr
6
 Anwar was not sure what exactly was meant by "28 different fields of activity". 
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Was health one field or were the activities of the Organization included in a number 

of fields? Did the Executive Board feel that the activities of WHO were unduly 

dispersed? 

Dr. HAYEK referred to what had been said by Professor Hurtado about priorities 

at the eleventh session. The word "priorities" had figured very prominently in the 

documents for that session, but on the present occasion it appeared to be missing. 

He would accordingly like to propose that paragraph 6 of draft resolution No. II be 

amended to read: 

."BELIEVES that the efforts made under the Expanded. Programme of Technical 

Assistance should be concentrated by priority on the problems of the protection 

of health and the improvement of standards of living in order to contribute with 

the maximum effectiveness to the economic and social development of under-

developed areas." 

Professor HUETADO referred, to the discussion at the eleventh session, in the 

presence of the Executive Chairman of TAB on the question of priorities in Technical 

Assistance. Mr. Owen, had stated that health had a very high priority but not a first 

priorityj the instructions were that Technical Assistance resources should be used 

primarily for economic development proper. It had been emphasized on that occasion 

to Mr, Owen that unless health standards were sufficiently high, economic development 

was impossible. 

Professor Hurtado shared Dr. Anwar's inability to understand the precise 

significance of the two paragraphs he had quoted. In ащ- case, the Organization 

should insist that the Technical Assistance authorities consider health as a first 
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priority. He maintained, the position he had adopted the previous years the Organiza-

tion should review its attitude towards the policy of the Technical Assistance Board 

and inform governments of its position. Governments, after all, contributed the money 

on a voluntary basisо The powers attributed to the Technical Assistance Board and its 

Executive Chairman left the Organization little to say in regard to the allocation of 

those funds. The monies contributed should be allocated to the most important 

activities - health work undoubtedly came under that heading - and bureaucratic 

complications should not be allowed to hinder the workc He would recall that the 

powers of the Technical Assistance Board and of its Executive Chairman were such that 

it could make recommendations concerning the selection of health projects。 That， in 

his opinion, was a matter which should be the exclusive domain of the Organization-

The CHAIRMAN suggested that it might be better to allow the Secretariat to prepare 

a document giving the clarification which had been requested; the proposal made by 

Dr
0
 Hayek could also be circulated in writing» He accordingly proposed that further 

discussion be deferred
0 

It was so agreed. 

Draft resolutions Nos. Ill and IV were approved without comment. 

The CHâlRMAH proposed that the three remaining items on the day's agenda should 

be considered together» 

It was so agreed 
II 11 , _ 1 一 _ , HI 41 丨丨 • _ 
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2, REVIEW OF ÏHE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1955s Item ЗЛ of the Agenda 
(Official Records Noo 50j Documents ЕВ13Л/Р/1, EBjj/WP/2, EB13AiP/3, 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME FOR 1955i Item 4
0
3 of the Agenda (Document 

EB13/WP/4) — 

LOCAL COSTS IN RESPECT OF INTERNATIONAL PROJECT PERSONNEL UNDER THE REGULAR 
BUDGETS Item Soil of the Agenda (continuation) (Resolution EBll.RóOj Documents 
EB13/54 and EB13/54 Adds 1，2 щпд, 3}‘ 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Board had decided to follow a procedure similar 

to that at the Health Assembly， namely to have a general discussion on the proposed 

programme and budget estimates, then consider the question of the total amount of the 

budget and then have a detailed consideration of the volume, section by section。 The 

duties of the Board in respect of the budget estimates were set out in Article 55 

of the Constitution» Resolution of the Fifth World Health Assembly, was also 

relevant. 

Professor FERREIRA felt that the subject could be best approached by considering 

the Director-General
1

 s Introduction to OfficiaJ. Records No^50, the proposed Programme 

and Budget estimates for 1955。 That introduction represented a definition of policy 

and of doctrine which was of the utmost importance；» He would refer particularly 

to one sentence readings "Today there are also good grounds for believing that 

international assistance channelled through WHO will effectively promote what has 

become the primary aim of the Organizations to help countries to take the next 

feasible step in the development of their public-health services"» Help given, even 

on a small scale, was importante It was the encouragement which counted; the 

Organization had no desire to develop into an international department of health
6 
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The CHA.XRMft.N invited the Director-General to make a statements 

The DIRECTOR-GENER/lL said he would attempt to give certain general idsas and 

summarize parts of the budget estimates, in order to help the Board in its preliminary 

general discussion» 

In•connexion with the development of the Organization, it could be said that the 

process of regionalization had been completed» The regional offices were now in the 

process of consolidating the important role they played in making more effective the 

services which ТОЮ provided at the request of governments. Some of the offices, however, 

were in the primaiy stage of development• Those in the Americas, South-East Asia and 

the Eastern Mediterranean were reasonably well developed, but the offices in Europe, 

Africa and, to a lesser extent, the Western Pacific still needed to grow. 

lii/hen the budget estimates for 1954 had been presented to the Board, the Director-

General had с ailed attention to the fact that no substantial increases were proposed, 

the budget level being practically the same as for 1953» Those estimates had been made, 

in the expectation that increased fxmds would be made available under the United Nations 

Expanded Programme for Technical Assistancej the Director-General had stated that, if. 

those amounts -were not forthcoming, a supplementary budget for 1954 would have to be 

requested of the Health Assembly. 
r

 • . 
During the discussion which had already taken place at the present session, the 

position in 1954, and the possible effects on the situation for 1955, had been reviewed. 

The proposed programme and budget estimates provided for an increase of $1,783,400 

in 1955, an increase of 20.91 per cent on the effective working budget for 1954. It 

would be necessary for the Board to analyse that sum. 
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In the first place, statutory increases, together with minor adjustments in costs, 

made a total of |1б9,000. Secondly, the sum of |621,000 was included, to cover 

personnel services for iNhich UNICEF was paying in 1954. If those two figures were 
• ( 

added together and their total subtracted from the total increase proposed, it would 

be seen that the real increase in the effective working budget was $993>400 or 11.64 

per cent, on the 1954 budget» The cost of taking another step towards making Spanish 

a full working language was $166,000, or an increase of 1»95 per cent on the 1954 

budget» The increase necessary for the further development of the Regional Offices 

for Europe and for Africa amounted to $112,000, or 1*31 per cent# Thus the actual 

increase for new field activities was $715,000 or 8^38 per cent on the 1954 budget. 

An analysis of the general programme of the Organization, irrespective of the source 

of funds, would show that the increase - if the amount proposed for 1955 were approved -

could hardly be considered as an expansion of the Organization
1

s activities• The 

World Health Organization had in 1951, 1952, and 1953 expended some $8,200,000, 

$12,600,000 and $12,500,000 respectively. In 1954 - after all adjustments with the 

help of UNICEF had been made, with the $250,000 adva Xicedf rom the Working Cápital 

Fund, and including ТШ0
1

 s share of possible Technical Assistance funds - the total 

would be some $13,400,000, On the most optimistic estimate for Technical Assistance 

funds, the budget for 1955 might reach a total of $13^900^000• The Organization^ 

share of Technical Assistance funds had been estimated at $3^600,000 - again an optimist-

ic figure. On that basis, the increase in 1955 over 1954 would be $500,000# 

It was clear that changes woxild be necessary in the field activities planned for 

1955, as set out in Official Records No, 5〇,and he intended to submit a revised 

analysis of the situation to the Health Aosembly. 
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He reminded the Board that the activities proposed to be financed from 

Technical Assistance funds, and submitted to the Board and the Health Assembly in 

1952，had been for a total of #8,750^000• Because of "what had later proved to be 

unjustified optimism as to the growth of Technical Assistance, the corresponding 

figure for I954 (presented in 1953) had amomrfced to $9> 450,000
e
 The estimates now 

before the meeting were more conservative, but ¿ie believed they were still too 

optimistic. The respective annual figures (Offiçial Records No. 50, page 2h) showed 
• . • ' • • 

Technical Assistance expenditure as follows: 1953, $4,257,829; 1954, 15,995,368; 

the total for 1955 originally hoped for was 247,022с The 1954 estimates could 

now only include, in addition to the cariy-over, $3,600,000 from Technical 

Assistance funds. It was accordingly clear that the estimated figure for 1955, 

$6,247,022, was unduly optimistic, and that not more than 600,000 could be 

expected. 

The programme of direct assistance was largely dependent on funds provided 

under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and on allocations from UNICEF. 

Both sources dependdi on voluntary contributions and were accordingly unpredictable. 

The Fifth World Health Assembly had stated that the Organization should plan to carry 

its o\vn costs for international technical staff required on joint ШЮ/UNICEF projects. 

It was clear that activities would have to be planned on a long-term basis if the 

crises which had occured in recent years were to be avoided. 

The technical and administrative staff at headquarters had remained at the 

same level for several years. At the Sixth World Health Assembly, Dr, Chisholm had 

pointed out that no expansion had taken place at headquarters in 1952, 1953 or 1954; 

that the staff, both at headquarters and in the regional offices, were grossly over-
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worked, and that effective steps would have to be taken to provide some relief. No 

recommendations for increase had been, included in the present estimates, but some 

increases ¥.ould almost certainly be necessaiy in 1956. 

He knew that there would be criticism in some quarters about the proposed increase 

in the regular budget. On the other hand, he had been told that the regular 

programme and budget should be increased in an orderly manner to provide for the 

effective development of the services which the Organization made available on 

request to governments. He hoped the Board would examine every detail of the pro-

gramme and budget and inform him of their opinions and attitudes; he and his staff 

would be glad to provide any additional information which might be desired. 

The СШ11ШШ thanked the Director-General for his clear e^>lanation of the 

Organization's financial position at the present time. The members of the Board would, 

he was sure, examine the budget estimates with the greatest attention, as Dr» Candau 

had requested. 

Dr. van den BERG observed that the programme and budget estimates for 1955 were 

the first to be presented by the Director-General since his appointment. Having 

the utmost confidence in the Director-General, he was prepared to accept his proposals 

in principle, particularly after a stu办 of the estimates and the statement in 

justification of them which he had just heard. 

Nevertheless he could not overlook the fact that the estimates as presented 

would entail a not unsubstantial increase in the Organization's expenditure, with a 

consequent rise in the assessments on Member States, The Director-General had ably 

expounded the reasons for the increase, at the same time pointing out that no 
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substantial expansion of the Organization's progracime would result. 

ïi/hile the 'Board, as a whole would undoubtedly wish to see activities increased 

and developed to the fullest possible extent, the fact remained that Member States 

had to foot the bill and he feared that hitter assessments might lead to a decrease 

in the number of active Members, owing to inability to undertake heavier financial 

commitments in respect of. YfflCU The Orgariigation had already experienced such a 

development in the past, and rumour had it that another Member might shortly retire 

to the inactive list. The Board should take account of the danger by showing the 

utmost prudence in regard to the level of the budget• Some of the proposed increase's 

might be difficult to avoid, others, he thought, might prove to be not really 

necessary; and there were parts of the budget whore it might be possible to effect 

a certain reduction• 

To conclude he was in general agreement with the Chairman's view that the Board 

should examine the budget estimates in as critical a spirit as possible so that, if 

it finally decided that an increase was absolutely necessary/ it would be in a 

position to defend its recommendation in the Health Assembly» 

Dr. HYDE expressed his thanks to the Director-General for the admirable way he 

had analysed the financial situation. It would be of considerable value in the 

• ". . ' •• ； * ‘ . . . • , ..... 
ensuing discussion if the statement were issued as a working paper. 

The DIRECTOR-OENERA.L undertook to do so. 

Dr, T O G M added his appreciation of the way in which the budget estimates viere 

presented厂 as well as of the Director-General
1

s introductory remarks• It was notable 
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that the Director-General had budgeted conservatively and further that he had not 

included provision for an increase in headquarters staff at the present дtincture. 

The Board in the past had inclined to favour the expansion of regional activities, 

he recalled, rather than centralization at headquarters» 

He was reac^r to accept the Director-General
1

 s proposals, and expressed the hope 

that it might be possible to approve even higher estimates than those submitted» 

Dr. VOLLENTBIDER, after expressing appreciation of the Director-General
1

 s 

remarks, said he approved unreservedly the view of Dr. van den Berg. 

Dr# MA.CLEAN was grateful to the Director-General for the clear explanations 

concerning the proposed increase in the budget for 1955• There still remained a 

point, however, which he would like clarified. What was the reason for the drop of 

nearly 躲4，ООО,000 in the amount of "Other Extra-Budgetaiy Funds" for 1955 

(Official Records No. 50, page 24), as compared with 1954? 

Mr. SIECEL, Assistant Director-General, Administration and Finance, explained 

that the figures shown under that heading represented amounts to be spent by-

agencies other than WHO on projects subject to the Organization's technical approval 

and supervision. The figures related mainly to funds contributed by UNICEF for 

supplies and equipnent for joint health projects, and also for the payment of the 

requisite technical personnel. The drop was partly accounted for by the fact that 

provision for the latter item (amounting in 1954 to some 热680,000) was included in 

1955 under the regular budget, in accordance with the decision of the Fifth World 

Health Assembly. Furthermore, the practice was to reflect in the figures the value 
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of the supplies and equipment to be furnished by UNICEF that would actually be 

delivered during the budget year» In that connexion, he observed that it was 

generally in the early operation of projects that most of the supplied were neededj 

the amount to be provided by UNICEF for health projects to be started in the latter 

half of 1954 and continued in 1955 would not be known .until after the UNICEF 

Executive Board had made allocations for them; its first session in 1954 would be 

held in March. 

He added that estimated expenditure by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau was also 

included under the heading in question,, 

Dr. MCLEAN gathered from the explanation that the decrease in question was 

accordingly only a rough estimate? when the UNICEF Executive Board decided upon its 

health programme for 1955, the amount of the difference might be reduced. 

In answer to a question by Dr. van den BERG regarding the functions of the 

UNICEF/MO Joint Coinmittee on Health Policy, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the body 

in question was responsible for advising on the types of health programme that might 

usefully be undertaken by UNICEF. The decision on specific projects in the fields 

approved lay with the UNICEF Executive Board, after the technical approval of ШЮ 

had been secured。 At the March session of the UNICEF Executive Board, proposals 

would be submitted for health projects to be started later in the year and the 

Director-General had alrea^r informed UNICEF that 1H0 would not be in a position to 

assume responsibility for payment of the requisite technical personnel. 

The Board should clearly understand that the amounts under "Other Extra^Budgetary 

Funds丨丨 coming from UNICEF did not represent actual cash but the value of supplies and 
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equipment for joint projects. 

‘ . 

Dr. van den BERG considered the arrangement unfortunate 

financial management. Perhaps the Chairman, having taken a 

the Joint Committee on Health Policy, could say whether that 

approve individual projects. 

Dr. ANYffiR asked what the procedure was in regard to technical guidance in respect 

of joint projects and whose responsibility it was to settle any dispute that might 

arise regarding technical matters. 

The СНЛ1ИШШ stated that, from the outset, the functions of the Joint Committee 

on Health Policy had been confined to approving types of work in the sphere of health 

suitable for UNICEF to undertake. Once the decision in principle had been taken by 

the Joint Committee, specific projects were decided upon by the UNICEF Executive 

Board. Negotiations took place at Secretariat level as to whether or not TOO would 

participate in any project. Should any difference of opinion arise, the matter could 

be referred to the Joint Committee, but so far no such situation had arisen; the pro-

cedure had worked very smoothly. 

Th, DIREGTOR-CENEML agreed with Dr. van den BERG that the position made it 

difficult for TfflO, in considering financial arrangements for its participation in joint 

programmes with UNICEF. 

Dr. HYDE, reverting to general considerations, felt it would be advisable for the 

in so far as it affected 

large part in the work of 

committee was empowered to 

Board to consider how best it could, further the interests of the Organization in its 
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statutory examination of the budget estimates for 1955. The most useful contribution 

it could make, in his opinion, would be to ensure that the Health Assembly was made 

fully aware of all the implications, financial as well as others, of the budget pro-

posals submitted Ъу the Director-General. The Board was not called upon to establish 

any amount for the budget as a "whole； in fact, it would be exceeding its terms of 

reference if it did so
e
 . . 

He cited some .examples of vhat he had in mind, adding that by a lucid presentation 

of all the relevant facts and problems to the Health Assembly, the Board would be doing 

its best to estire a favourable reception of the proposals. 

Professor HURTADO was in full agreement with the views expressed by Dr. 

At the outset, the Board must congratxilate the Director-General on the excellent 

presentation of the programme and budget estimates. He wished, however, to recall 

the practice in past years whereby the Board had examined the programme and budget 

estimates prepared by the Director-General and submitted its views on the individual 

chapters, appropriations and total appropriation. Thus, the Health Assembly had had 

before it two alternative sets of proposals on which to base its decisions. H
e
 had 

no intention, in making those observations, of indicating opposition to the Director-

General's proposals; he was merely pointing out that it was the Board's duty to 

submit й/S own views. 

It should not be forgotten that the budget document was composed of two elements -

the proposed programme, and the estimated cost for that programme. The Board should 

make an analysis, review and appraisal of the programmes already in operation, with 

a summary of programmes carried out and the results obtained. It was for the Health 

Assembly to decide whether the programmes should be discontinued, expanded or changed 
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in any way. Moreover, the programme might be examined from two anglesi the value 

of the programme irrespective of cost, or its value in the light of the resources 

available and their employment to the best advantage. 

On the budgeting side, the regular budget was financed by the contributions of 

Member States. Technical Assistance activities, on the other hand, were financed by 

voluntaiy contributions. As Mr. Siegel had explained, the figures set out under the 

heading "Other Extrar-Budgetary Funds" represented unknown quantities and, as such, 

jeopardized firm budgeting. l/hat was certain, however, was that the allocations for 

Technical Assistance had been substantially reduced in the past year. He accordingly 

believed that, taking into account all the relevant circumstances, the budget could not 

substantially differ frqm that for 1954. 

The possibility mentioned by Dr. van den Berg of active Members retiring to the 

inactive list was, he felt, rather remote. Certainly, financial considerations would 

not be the deciding factor in any such change. Moreover, the reverse possibility 

should also be kept in mind, with its repercussions on the regular budget. No such 

possibilities for increase could exist for Technical Assistance funds, so long as no 

action was taken within the United Nations itself to have the basic policy on the 

financing of Technical Assistance changed. The same considerations applied to UNICEF. 

In conclusion, he congratulated the Director-General on keeping his proposals in 

line with realities and welcomed the fact that the policy of decentralization had been 

successfully carried out. Headquarters, however, was an essential element and should 

be strengthened, he felt, by the addition of farther technical personnel. There 

might have been a tendency to exaggerate the importance of regionalization. For his 

part, he preferred a balanced ？ystem, víiereby a strong headquarters could give 
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) assistance to the regions as the need aroseÍ 

,
 D r < v a n d e n Ш Н 0 a

g
r e e d w i t h D

r . Hyde's procedural proposal, on the understanding 

that should the Board consider that particular items were too high or too low it might 

comment to that effect. 

It was a
F
e e d to proceed with the examination of the programme 

and budget estimates m the way suggested try Dr. Hyde. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon 


